Organization or Artist Name

Arts Every Day

BEST MEDICINE REP INC

CATOCTIN FURNACE HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC

County

Baltimore City

Montgomery County

Frederick County

Discipline

Statement

Arts Services

Arts Every Day always seeks to further partnerships that strengthen the connection between Baltimore's
youth artists and the local arts and cultural organizations through exhibitions that celebrate the creativity
and talent that comes from Baltimore City Public Schools, therefore proving that the city cares about and
values the voices of Baltimore City youth.

Theater

Funding will be used to support the employment of union actor, Paul Reisman, who will provide unique
professional development and training for the rest of the cast in techniques of commedia dell'arte, as
required by the script Comedy of Venice.

Literary

In making the work available in published form CFHS will enrich the experience of the interested public
by providing a deeper and more comprehensive story of those who lived and labored in the furnace.
Further, by giving voice to the all too often voiceless, the publication of Elayne Bond Hyman's Catoctin
SlaveSpeak represents an important step in righting the record with regard to the important contribution
enslaved laborers made to the industrial development of the United States.

COLUMBIA BANDS INC

Howard County

Music

Funding from the Maryland State Arts Council is used to fund the all volunteer-run organization including
the day to day operations such as rent, insurance, and performance materials required to accomplish
the mission of the Columbia Bands, Inc.

Danielle Horochowski

Washington County

Dance

The funding requested would cover a portion of the costs associated with the rental of backdrops for the
performance.

DC BEAUTY OF BEIJING OPERA LTD

Grant funds will be used to finance Beijing Opera show and associated workshops for the general public
in Maryland so as to broaden the cultural horizon of local residents.

Melanie Figg

Montgomery County

Literary

The free, half-day symposium, Mental Illness Through A Literary Lens will include a panel discussion,
four simultaneous creative writing workshops, a reception, and a written program with resources, and
take place at The Writer's Center on Jan. 25, 2020.

Misako Ballet Company

Howard County

Dance

Misako Ballet Company (MBC) is seeking funding to continue providing a unique expression of dance
that weaves Japanese culture within classical ballet form.

ROCKVILLE LITTLE THEATRE INC

Montgomery County

Theater

Our request for funding would support operational expenses to rent rehearsal space for our 2019-2020
theater season and educational programs.

